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Bern-Burgdorf-Langenthal-Olten; Zweisimmen-Spiez-Inter-
laken. 

• RhB - A better year 
The RhB achieved an increase of 4% in passenger journeys, 

and 3% in passenger/km, in 2016. After shght falls in recent years 
this was welcome. Passenger revenue was CHF94.8 million and 
early results for the first months of 2017 are also promising. 
Freight income was CHF14.7 million, also a slight increase. 
Another CHF14.7 million was earned in automobile traffic 
through the Vereina tunnel where 464,000 vehicles were carried. 
The World Ski Championships held at St Moritz in February 
2017 added to this year's good Start. The RhB also notes a 
recovery in tourism after recent years, although here outside 
influences such as exchange rates are less predictable. 
• TRAVYS 

As previously reported in Swiss Express southwest regional 
Operator TRAVYS is considering abandoning freight Service on 
its routes between Yverdon-Ste Croix (after the loss of a major 
sugar beer contract), Vallorbe - Le Brassus and Orbe-Chavornay. 
The latter may surprise many as there is a busy traffic of 
Containers to an industrial complex, plus Nestle Company trains, 
but the route will soon be converted to 15Kv ac, as part of the 
Lausanne suburban network. Other train Operators can then 
operate direct from the mainline at Chavornay. 

Monte Generoso Bahn 
This Abt rack railway starting in Capolago, Ticino, has been 

closed for two years while the summit Station was rebuilt \t 
re-opened with regulär Services on 8th April 2017, and has also 
run several steam trains. It was one of the SLM Standard' Abt 
rack railways built in Switzerland, of which Brienz Rothorn 
Bahn, Schynige Platte, Wengenalp-Bahn and others were opened 
around the same time. Success was not immediate and insolvency 
threatened regularly. However, in 1941 the Migros Organisation 
bought the railway after another closure, and re-opened it in 
1942 with steam power, lasting to 1953 when diesel, not electric, 
traction took over. Electrification came in 1982, again after 
threatened closure, and since then it has survived. Migros has 
invested in total over CHF17m in the MGB. As your News 
Editor has never ridden on it, its now high time - but it's a long 
way from northwest Switzerland, although the Gotthard base 
Tunnel has shortened travel times (see above). 

• Rigi Bahn 
After many years of work the Rigi Bahn Station at Arth 

Goldau was finally reinstated in a more convenient location for 
the thousands of passengers who interchange here, following the 
completion of changes to the high level bridge over the main line 
platforms. It was ofEcially opened on the Ist Jtily. 

• MOB 
Sadly for many, the familiär but 50-year-old ABDe8/8 Series 

4000 - 4004 will be withdrawn this year. A parade took place 
above Montreux of the whole fleet, on 17th April 2017. The use 
of these units as relief capacity during Summer 2017 will end 
after the Lenk steam days during the w/e of 2nd/3rd September. 

• Pilatusbahn 
This mountain rack railway, originally steam-worked, was 

electrified in 1937- The rolling stock dates mosdy from then. 
Members are warned that a project is in hand, to develop 'new 
concepts' which should in 2022 replace the present operations. 
What this involves is not clear, but a visit now is surely to be 
recommended. The Pilatusbahn Starts at Alpnachstad on the 
Zentralbahn. It is the steepest of all rack railways, and has a 
unique rack System, by Locher, with centre rail and lateral 
cogwheels. It is also, especially in the upper part, a spectacular 
journey in the clifi- face. 

Basel 
A massive and interesting project is nearer reality. Basel SBB 

is effectively a terminal Station for both the SBB and SNCF, al
though a few trains to/from France do run through. Most trains 
must reverse. Capacity is practically exhausted, and yet passenger 
demand rises all the time. It is proposed that a new line from the 
SBB Station should be built, first heading westwards then tun-
neUing and curving north under the historic old city, serving an 
Underground city Station, before passing under the Rhein. This 
would be followed by a Station in the industrial district before it 
joined the DB Rhein valley line in a triangulär junction north of 
the DB Basel Badischer Bahnhof The connection should allow 
passage of long-distance trains (the DB IC trains) heading north 
into Germany. The initial cost estimate is CHF2 billion. Views 
in Bern are sympathetic, but competition for the money is fierce. 
Regulär readers of this column wiU know that there is no shortage 
of expensive infrastrucmre projects being promoted, and Luzerns 
through connections would also have priority amongst those 
competing for Investment. 

Accident Updates 
The low-speed derailment outside Bern HB on 29th March 

2017 of a BLS Class 525 unit, was apparently caused by a 
fatigue failure in the Toot' of a point (switch) blade, according 
to the SBB a previously unknown form of failure. The derailment 
of a Trenitalia ETR 610 in Luzern on 22nd March that resulted 
in serious disruption (see the June Swiss Express), currently 
remains unexplained. There appears to have been no track 
failure, operating feature, or vehicle defect, which could directly 
have caused the derailment. This lack of an obvious cause for the 
incident is of course very disturbing, resulting in investigations 
now being concentrated on a possible combinations of factors. 

Repair Updates 
Steam railcar CZm 1/2 No.31, damaged in a July 2016 

collision at Sihlbrugg, is back in Service after repairs at the RhB 
Workshops in Landquart. It ran an inaugural trial through 
Zürich, Bulach, Koblenz and Brugg on 23rd April 2017. 
Ballenberg G 3 / 4 No 208, also repaired in Landquart after 
the disastrous fire in Interlaken in 2013, is almost ready to remrn 
to Service but too late for a summer season along the Brienzersee. 

Südostbahn (SOB) Triebwagen No.5 needs help 
When the SOB changed from steam traction to electric 

powered trains in the late 1930s, the Company ordered eight 
railcars CFZ4 4/4s for the passenger Service. In May 2002 the 
association Verein Historischer Triebwagen 5 was founded in 
Einsiedeln to preserve the remaining unit of this class. The 
members and their friends are doing all possible to restore 
this historic railcar, which is a good example of the technology 
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of electrification in the period of the 1930s and 1940s. Alfred Escher 
Good progress on this project has been made in recent years on 
No.5, which is located in a depot of the Dampfbahnverein 
Zürich Oberland DVZO at Wald. One group of members helps 
in this depot, whilst others try to support the reactivation with 
public relations (TV, radio, newspapers). For more Information 
please have a look at the Website www.triebwagen5.ch. Any help 
from SRS Members would be appreciated by the group. 

Photo: Mario Gavazzi. 

The Centenary of a Historic Journey 
The very secret journey made in 1917 by Lenin, from bis 

Swiss exile back to Russia, has been celebrated by a Special, 
worked by A3/5 No.705 from Zürich to Konstanz. Contempo-
rary research has shown that, contrary to legend, on 8th April 
1917 Lenin first took a normal train (the 14.58 from Zürich) to 
Schaffiiausen where, after frontier formalities, his party took a 
train of the Baden State Railway using a private coach. After more 
Controls the party left Switzerland via Konstanz, and with the 
coach now sealed (Russia and Germany were at war), it travelled 
through Germany via Frankflirt and Berlin to the Baltic port of 
Sassnitz. On 1 Ith April they took the ferry to neutral Sweden, 
where taking Swedish trains to the north, they used a Finnish 
train from Tornio to reach Tampere, and finally on to Petrograd 
(once Leningrad, today St Petersburg) arriving on 16th April 
1917. A memorial coach is exhibited at Sassnitz, but this is not 
authentic. This was a political move in an attempt to destabilise 
the Russian regime with the aim of bringing an early end to 
hostilities between the two countries. One wonders what would 
have happened if the Swiss had refused to let Lenin travel? 

This 19th C. railway personality, not always populär in his 
time, was to be found this summer riding the trains! We met 
him between Brugg and Basel (see photo). His current persona 
is a carving in oak, part of a nationwide programme to raise 
public awareness of Swiss wood. 

Alfred Escher. Photo: Bryan Stone 
Highway projects 

As noted earlier in Swiss News, as well as investing heavily in 
new rail projects, the Federal Government is also funding some 
major highway improvement projects. In the coming years some 
of these may impact on Members who choose to travel to and in 
Switzerland by car. On 2Ist June 2017 the drilling of a third 
Belchen road tunnel was started. This tunnel lies on the Basel 
Land/Solothurn cantonal border, where the A2 Autobahn 
running south from Basel (and Germany and France) burrows 
under an outlying ridge of the Jura Massive. The present 
twin-bore four-lane tunnel complex opened in 1970 and it is 
planned that the new bore will be opened in 2021. This is a 
necessity (as with the improvements to the Gotthard Autobahn 
tunnel) to ensure that when the planned overhaul of the existing 
bores is in progress at least two tunnels out of three will be 
available on this important link in the national road network. At 
present some 55,000 vehicles pass through daily, and on 100 
days each year there is congestion with Standing traffic. It isn't 
the worst location; all around Zürich traffic congestion is acute. 
On the A I at Wallisellen, traffic is jammed every day of the year 
as an average daily flow of 140,000 vehicles attempts to use this 
route. A slightly lower average daily flow of 120,000 vehicles uses 
the A2 east o f Basel, with acute congestion from the mix o f local, 
regional, long haul and international transit traffic. Swiss traffic 
growth in 2016 was 4.2%, higher than in many other European 
countries. 

The Federal Highway Department - ASTRA - has various 
projects, including additional running lanes (the Swiss Autobahn 
network was built to 1970 planning Standards with only two-
lanes each way), experimental use of the emergency lane, and 
some substantial new works. Another current project on the A2 
south of Basel is the provision of additional lanes between 
Harkingen and Wiggertal, i.e. between the Belchen Tunnels and 
the Gotthard Autobahn near Ölten. Overall, the present 
planning will not be enough. A capacity improvement of about 
12% can be achieved by imposing 80kph limits on congested 
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